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Abstract
Purpose
Bias exists in the internal medicine (IM)
clinical learning environment; however, it
is unclear how often bias is identified by
clerkship directors (CDs), how bias is
addressed, and whether best practices
exist for identifying or mitigating bias.
This study investigated how IM CDs
receive and respond to bias reports in the
clinical learning environment.

Method
In May 2021, the Clerkship Directors in
Internal Medicine (CDIM) created an
18-question survey assessing the
frequency of bias reports,
macroaggressions and microaggressions,
and report outcomes. Of the 152 U.S.
medical schools that met study
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accreditation criteria, the final survey
population included 137 CDs (90%)
whose medical schools held valid CDIM
membership.

Results
Of the 137 surveys sent, 100 were
returned (survey response rate, 73%).
Respondents reported a median of 3 bias
events (interquartile range, 1–4; range,
0–50) on the IM clerkship in the past year.
Among 76 respondents who reported 1
or more event, microaggressions
represented 43 of the 75 total events
(57%). No mechanism emerged as the
most commonly used method for
reporting bias. Race/ethnicity (48 of 75
[64%]) and gender (41 of 75 [55%]) were
cited most as the basis for bias reports,
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whereas the most common sources of
bias were student interactions with
attending physicians (51 of 73 [70%]) and
residents (40 of 73 [55%]). Of the 75
respondents, 53 (71%) described the
frequency of bias event reports as having
increased or remained unchanged during
the past year. Only 48 CDs (49%)
responded that they were “always”
aware of the outcome of bias reports.

Conclusions
Bias reports remain heterogeneous, are
likely underreported, and lack best
practice responses. There is a need to
systematically capture bias events to work
toward a just culture that fosters
accountability and to identify bias events
through more robust reporting.
A central mission in undergraduate
medical education (UME) is creating
clinical learning environments (CLEs)
that are welcoming, inclusive, free of
mistreatment, and structured to mitigate
the negative impacts of bias. Systems
that emphasize accountability at the
individual and organization levels, known
as just culture systems, promote open,
transparent event reporting that enables
organizations to improve behaviors of
individuals and the organization itself.1

Evidence suggests that these
organizational models and reporting
systems can be applied toward reducing
unprofessional behaviors in academic CLEs.2

Internal medicine (IM) clerkship
directors (CDs) attempt to cultivate
optimal CLEs by embedding students at
sites with rich learning opportunities,
supportive preceptors, and opportunities
for clinical and professional growth.3

Inclusive learning environments may
promote better patient care through
diversity of thought.4 However, studies of
the constructed learning climate have
demonstrated student susceptibility to
issues such as stereotype threat (in which
an individual experiences an anxiety state
resulting from the risk of conforming to a
negative stereotype of their social group,
impacting that individual’s performance),
microaggressions (interactions or
behaviors that communicate negative
attitudes toward groups underrepresented
in medicine), and macroaggressions
(defined here as overtly discriminatory
interpersonal acts, although historically
defined as systems-level aggression toward
particular groups).5–9 Biased CLEs inhibit
learning, impede professional development,
and introduce inequity in assessments.10,11

Although studies have demonstrated that
these biases are apparent, it is unclear
how often bias is identified by CDs or
other curricular leaders, how it is
addressed, or whether best practices exist
for identifying or mitigating bias in the
CLE. Medical schools are required by the
Liaison Committee on Medical Education
(LCME) to ask about mistreatment, but
there is no requirement to clarify the
nature of reported mistreatment or
explicitly ask about bias. Some
institutions may ask specific questions
about instances of bias or events or
conditions leading to a suboptimal
learning environment, whereas others
may not. Institutions may not have built
the trust required for students to feel
comfortable reporting bias; students may
fear reprisal, doubt the bias reporting
process, or mistrust their supervisors.12,13

Additionally, there may be variability in
the actions taken by educational leaders
in response to reports, from individual
feedback to systemic change.
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